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Abstract

Conversational Agents (CAs) can be a proxy
for disseminating information and providing
support to the public, especially in times of
crisis. CAs can scale to reach larger num-
bers of end-users than human operators, while
they can offer information interactively and en-
gagingly. In this work, we present Theano, a
Greek-speaking virtual assistant for COVID-
19. Theano presents users with COVID-19
statistics and facts and informs users about
the best health practices as well as the latest
COVID-19 related guidelines. Additionally,
Theano provides support to end-users by help-
ing them self-assess their symptoms and redi-
recting them to first-line health workers. The
relevant, localized information that Theano
provides, makes it a valuable tool for combat-
ing COVID-19 in Greece. Theano has already
conversed with different users in more than
170 different conversations through a web in-
terface as a chatbot and over the phone as a
voice bot.

1 Introduction

The current COVID-19 pandemic has presented a
global challenge for citizens, health and govern-
ment structures, and the global economy. One key
characteristic of the current crisis is, that it can-
not be combated with centralized handling alone,
but requires a significant degree of cooperation
from the public. Specifically, citizens adapt their
lifestyle by adhering to measures limiting their
daily contacts through physical distancing guide-
lines, stay-at-home orders, and curfews. Addition-
ally, citizens are urged to avoid unnecessary visits
to the hospitals. This transformation in everyday
life has been a cause of stress for all areas of soci-
ety. The best way to help people handle this crisis
responsibly is to disseminate accurate information
about the current state of affairs so that citizens are

well-informed of expert recommendations and the
status of the pandemic.

Intelligent conversational agents (CAs) can be
a powerful tool for information dissemination and
user support. Specifically, CAs have been exten-
sively used for health applications, e.g., to help
users quit smoking1, for mental health support
(Cameron et al., 2017, 2018; Grové, 2020), and
HIV counselling (van Heerden et al., 2017). CAs
have also been used for other social applications,
e.g., fact checking (Gupta et al., 2021) and encour-
aging altruistic behavior (Wang et al., 2019). In
the context of the COVID-19 crisis, CAs have been
proposed for symptom self-checking, i.e., Clara2,
information dissemination, i.e., HealthyBuddy+3,
and combating misinformation, i.e., Jennifer4 (Li
et al., 2020).

One issue that arises is that most CAs are created
for English-speaking demographics, but in many
cases the policies and information about the pan-
demic are region-dependent. Developing applica-
tions for under-resourced languages is challenging,
due to the lack of data and the limited user base
(Hovy and Spruit, 2016). Nevertheless, we need to
overcome language barriers and to provide contex-
tualized information with respect to local policies,
circumstances and statistics. Theano is debunking
myths and conspiracy theories that are prevalent in
Greece, such as the negative effects that masks have
in children or the involvement of the Greek church
in COVID-19 policies. We have not added infor-
mation about fake news that have spread abroad
and do not interest the Greek public (e.g., drinking
disinfectant to stop COVID-19). Therefore, it is
essential to develop localized, native CAs.

In this work, we present Theano, a Greek speak-

1WHO Florence
2CDC Clara
3UNICEF, WHO/Europe HealthBuddy+
4Jennifer

https://www.who.int/news-room/spotlight/using-ai-to-quit-tobacco
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/testing.html
https://healthbuddy.plus/index
https://www.newvoicesnasem.org/jennifer-ai-chatbot
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ing CA for COVID-19. Theano is a multipurpose
CA, aiming to inform and support the Greek pop-
ulation. Specifically, Theano provides up-to-date
localized statistics about the pandemic and expert
guidelines. Furthermore, Theano debunks com-
mon myths about the use of masks, the need for
vaccination, etc. Besides informing users, Theano
can also support them, by helping them to self-
assess the severity of their symptoms and direct
them to the best avenues for receiving expert help.
We make Theano available through a user-friendly
web interface as a chatbot and through a Twilio
telephone number as a voice assistant. The virtual
assistant has already conversed with different users
in more than 170 different conversations. Theano
is continuously improved based on user feedback,
by retraining the model using user conversations
and including frequently requested features and
improvements. Code is available as open-source5

2 Background Work

From a technical standpoint, CAs are systems that
integrate multiple components in order to under-
stand the user’s query (Natural Language Under-
standing – NLU), isolate spans of interest in the
input phrases (Entity Extraction) and select an ap-
propriate action or response based on the input (Di-
alogue Management). Initial NLU systems were
based on rule-based systems that use elaborate
grammars (Allen, 1988; Dowding et al., 1993) and
statistical language modeling (Suen, 1979), while
recent research focuses on neural approaches, i.e.,
deep belief networks (Sarikaya et al., 2014), Re-
current Neural Networks (RNNs) (Yao et al., 2013)
and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) models (Liu
et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2019; Bunk et al., 2020).
Similarly, research for Entity Extraction (or Named
Entity Recognition) systems, has moved from rule-
based approaches and elaborate feature engineering
(Mikheev et al., 1999; Collins and Singer, 1999) to
approaches based on Conditional Random Fields
(Lafferty et al., 2001) and neural networks (Chiu
and Nichols, 2016; Devlin et al., 2019). Dialogue
Management approaches include hierarchical plan-
based systems (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009), Hier-
archical RNNs (Serban et al., 2016) and Transform-
ers (Vlasov et al., 2020). These components have
been integrated in dialogue frameworks that pro-
vide a streamlined developer experience. Popular
open-source dialogue frameworks include Deep-

5GitLab Repository

pavlov (Burtsev et al., 2018) and Rasa (Bocklisch
et al., 2017)

3 Conversation Design

Theano aims to provide a first line of support for
end users during the pandemic. Our design choices
are based on two key goals: a) keeping users well-
informed about the current status of the pandemic
in order to enable them to make good health choices
and b) reducing panic by helping users self-assess
their symptoms and directing them to first-line
health-care providers. This objective has also been
suggested by McKillop et al. (2020) and Følstad
et al. (2018).

On the one hand, Theano provides general in-
formation about COVID-19. There is access to
the number of COVID-19 new cases and deaths in
Greece, other countries, and worldwide. Moreover,
she knows the availability of Intensive Care Units,
as well as the number of people that have been
vaccinated on a specific date and in total in Greece.
We have also included myth busters concerning
the usage of masks and other conspiracy theories,
e.g., that masks delay the development of children’s
lungs. There is a wide range of Frequently Asked
Questions about COVID-19 supported, from how it
started, ways of transmission and protection to how
to wash hands or whether one should be wearing
gloves in public. 6.

On the other hand, Theano can list the common
COVID-19 symptoms and in case the user experi-
ences symptoms, through a mixed initiative conver-
sation, she starts a diagnostic survey. In all stages
of the dialogue, she clearly states that she is not
a doctor and the user should speak with the lo-
cal authorities if they continue having symptoms.
She can also find pharmacies that are open in the
area that the user requests. In addition, Theano
can advise users who have been in contact with a
COVID-19 patient, i.e., she suggests that they get
tested and informs them where they can obtain free
tests provided by local authorities.

To better facilitate the fulfilment of the two goals
mentioned earlier, namely, being informative, and
also keeping users calm, we have created a relevant
Persona for Theano. The importance of analytical
design of the Persona is analyzed by Pearl (2016).
Theano has the persona of a support agent that
is honest, polite, and direct, but at the same time
friendly. The core design principles we followed

6See Section 5 for our data sources.

https://gitlab.com/ilsp-spmd-all/public/covid-va-chatbot
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are:
Engagement. We want Theano to be part of the
daily life of users, so she has to be interesting and
not only respond to questions. Ruane et al. (2019)
highlight the importance of engagement when deal-
ing with precarious topics. Theano tries to keep the
users interested in the conversation at all dialogue
stages, by suggesting new and relevant conversa-
tion topics. Theano is also ready to chitchat, which
helps keeping certain users better engaged. More-
over, chitchatting includes general questions about
Theano, e.g. age, favourite color and music, holi-
days, hobbies, weather, languages, so that the users
can get to know the Persona in-depth and have
an alternative from the COVID-related topics. As
shown in Fig. 3, and will be discussed in the fol-
lowing, chitchat has actually been found to be one
of Theano’s most popular features.
Consistency. We want users to get the informa-
tion they ask for, fast. Theano has short responses
and doesn’t contradict herself by giving conflict-
ing information. We want the user to trust Theano.
Short responses are also preferable for allowing
spoken communication with Theano (on the phone).
Longer responses on the phone tend to quickly tire
users. This objective has been proposed by Bick-
more and Giorgino (2004).
Clarity. The topic that Theano is handling is seri-
ous, that is the reason why we try to present pieces
of information in a clear and concise manner, that
is easily understood by everyone. By being ex-
plicit in every stage of the dialogue, we also ensure
that the user acknowledges the capabilities of the
CA and does not expect anything more than what is
offered about a sensitive medical topic like COVID-
19 (Laranjo et al., 2018).
Empathy. Theano is handling questions that are
serious and have an impact on people’s lives, in
a period of profound crisis. She tries to mitigate
user fear, comprehends the worries that the users
express and offers emotional support with her re-
sponses, which is very valuable during the pan-
demic, as supported by Miner et al. (2020), De Gen-
naro et al. (2020) and Rashkin et al. (2019). For
example:

USER : I am positive. What can I do?
THEANO : Since you know you are positive, it is

important to stay calm and not panic. You
should stay in contact with your doctor and
the local authorities. In case your symptoms
worsen you should go to the hospital. I think

that it’s all going to be okay. Try to stay calm.

4 System Description

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of Theano. The user’s
query is passed through a preprocessing pipeline
that normalizes the raw text. Then, textual features
are extracted from the raw text and are fed to Entity
Extraction and the Intent Classification modules.
Extracted entities are augmented with the output of
a rule-based module based on External Lookup Ta-
bles. The state tracker saves the recognized intent
and the extracted entities and passes them to the
Dialogue Management module, which determines
an appropriate response based on the user’s query.
All intermediate states are logged into an external
database. Theano is implemented using the Rasa
open-source dialogue framework, which provides
a clean way to implement our dialogue pipeline.

In detail, for pre-processing, we use an in-house
spell-checker based on a convolutional sequence to
sequence architecture. The spell checker is trained
on various synthetically corrupted Greek texts and
can correct spelling and accenting errors for small
Greek phrases. Online conversations in Greek often
contain Greek words written in Latin characters
(also known as Greeklish). Therefore, we also
include as a preprocessing step a state-machine
based Greeklish to Greek translator. The clean text
is finally tokenized on whitespaces. During the
Featurization step, we extract Bag of Words and
N-gram features for the input tokens.

Entity extraction is performed using a Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) module (Lafferty et al., 2001; Bock-
lisch et al., 2017). Additionally, we use Duckling7,
which provides a regex Lookup Table for time and
date entities and aggregate the extracted entities
with the CRF outputs. For example, for the mes-
sage “What pharmacies will be open in Athens
tomorrow morning at 8?”, the CRF will extract
”Athens” for the entity ”city” and Duckling will
extract the correct date and time string.

Intents are organized in a hierarchy, where high-
level intents are recognized first (e.g., FAQ), and
then fine-grained intents are extracted. This deci-
sion allows easily scaling up the dialogue system
to a large number of intents with limited training
data. Therefore, intent recognition is performed us-
ing a hierarchy of Dual Intent Entity Transformer
(DIET) (Bunk et al., 2020) classifiers. DIET is

7Duckling Github repository

https://github.com/facebook/duckling
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Figure 1: Architecture overview of Theano. The key components are the Preprocessing and Featurization steps,
the Entity Extraction, the Intent Classification, and the Dialogue Management.

a Transformer based architecture that operates on
Bag of Words features. The sparse features are
embedded using a feedforward layer and then en-
coded using a 2-layer Transformer encoder with
relative positional embeddings in the attention lay-
ers (Shaw et al., 2018). The first DIET classifier
classifies coarse-grained intent classes, and then the
input is routed to the second level of classifiers (i.e.
response selectors). The output is the fine-grained
recognized intent and the respective classifier con-
fidence. An intent is considered to be recognized if
the confidence level exceeds a specified threshold,
otherwise a fallback strategy is adopted (e.g. “I did
not understand your question. Can you rephrase?”).

For dialogue management, we use three poli-
cies with different levels of complexity and priority.
First, we use a Rule-based policy that explicitly
maps a small, selected set of important intents to
the desired actions or responses. Then, we fall back
to a memoization policy that retrieves identical user
inputs from past conversations. If the rule-based
policy and the memoization policy do not produce a
response, we use TED policy (Vlasov et al., 2020),
a Transformer-based classifier for dialogue act clas-
sification. TED receives the user inputs, recognized
intents, and extracted entities across a fixed history
window, and outputs the appropriate response with
respect to the user input.

It is important that detailed statistics and logs
of past conversations are kept, in order to continu-

Figure 2: Overview of the synthetic data generator

ously improve Theano’s performance. To this end,
we track all conversations, and anonymized ver-
sions of the user inputs, recognized intents, and
extracted entities are saved into a database. Thus,
we can evaluate past system performance and im-
prove the dialogue stories using expert knowledge
from linguists.

4.1 Smart suggestions

An early test release of Theano showed us that users
are typically unaware of the themes that the CA
covers; consequently, they used to ask questions
that Theano could not respond to while ignoring
many of her functionalities. The dialogue flow did
not allow transitioning between themes because the
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dialogue was limited to start with a question from
the user, an exchange of messages on the topic, and,
in the end, the CA would “What else can I do for
you?”. At that point, we realized that this question,
which is at the end of every sub-conversation, is
also what we call a suggestion point: a point where
the bot could possibly say “I know about Y too,
would you like me to tell you?”. Suggestion Y
should not be a random topic but something new
to the conversation. Another question is how often
the CA should suggest something; there is not an
easy answer to this. We have experimented with
the value of ps, the probability of the CA making a
suggestion upon reaching a suggestion point.

To implement this feature, we have to augment
the training data of the TED policy with exam-
ples of conversations driven - at least partially - by
the CA’s suggestions. Due to the large amount of
possible suggestions, instead of manually generat-
ing example conversations, we opt for a synthetic
data generation process. During this process, we
augment existing conversations in our training set
with one or more additional turns that are driven by
Theano’s suggestions.

Fig. 2 shows the process of generating the aug-
mented conversation samples. The input is an ex-
isting conversation with one or more suggestion
points as well as ps and pu. The latter is used to
model how willing a user is to accept a suggestion.

When the generator reaches a suggestion point,
a suggestion loop begins. Firstly, it has to decide
whether to suggest something from a topic pre-
viously not discussed (with probability ps) or to
leave the suggestion point unaltered, i.e., a generic
prompt. If the generator makes a suggestion, then
the proposed topic is either rejected or accepted
by the simulated user with probability pu. If the
user rejects the suggestion, then the script adds
the user’s refusal and proceeds to the rest of the
conversation. Otherwise, if the user accepts the sug-
gestion, the generator appends a sub-conversation
on the selected topic, which is followed by another
suggestion point. The aforementioned procedure
keeps repeating until either no suggestion is made
or the user has chosen to disagree.

5 Integrations

Data Sources: Table 1 shows the data sources we
have integrated into our backend to obtain the lat-
est COVID-19 statistics, suggestions and facts. We
prefer to use official or trusted sources, e.g., CDC,

Data Source Extracted Information
Covid API8 Foreign #cases , #deaths statis-

tics
Nyrro’s public domain9 Greek #cases, #deaths, ICU

availability statistics
European Centre of Dis-
ease Control (ECDC)10

FAQs, diagnostic form

Centre of Disease Con-
trol (CDC)11

FAQs

Our World in Data
(OWiD)12

Vaccine progress

Vrisko.gr13 Pharmacy locations, open hours
World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO)14

FAQs, mask facts

National Public Health
Organization (NPHO)15

Greek FAQs, mask facts

Table 1: Data sources for COVID-19 stats and facts.

WHO, NPHO etc. Our main sources for statistics
are the Covid API, OWiD and Nyrro’s public data.
Covid API and OWiD are trusted sources for global
COVID-19 related statistics, while Nyrro’s data is
an individual’s effort to aggregate latest COVID-19
statistics about Greece. Nyrro’s is not an official
source, but we opt to use it, because it is more up
to date than OWiD and easier to access program-
matically than statistics provided by Greek official
sources (i.e. NPHO). Nevertheless we continu-
ously cross-check the accuracy of Nyrro’s statis-
tics with the official sources, both manually and
through regression tests. For COVID-19 related
facts and expert suggestions, our main sources are
the FAQs provided by ECDC, CDC, WHO and
NPHO. Finally, in order to locate open pharmacies
near the user’s location, we utilize vrisko.gr, a site
that provides information about the location and
open hours of businesses through an API.
Voice and Chat bot: In addition to the described
chat functionality, Theano is also available as a
voice bot. We integrate Google Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) and Text to Speech (TTS) ser-
vices for the Greek language. We use a master
service, which receives voice input through web-
sockets, routes the intermediate outputs to the ap-
propriate microservices and then streams the voice
response to the user. Overall, Theano is available
through the following channels:
Web chat: Sends textual input to the master service

7Covid API
8Nyrros’ Spreadsheet
9ECDC FAQ on Covid-19

10CDC FAQ on Covid-19
11OWiD Github repository
12Pharmacies on duty through Vrisko
13WHO FAQ on Covid-19
14NPHO FAQ on Covid-19

https://pypi.org/project/covid/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14rKl4TAM05YWj94u3rAkS2PKTSIqYzdCeuXVMtV6ptM/edit
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/covid-19/questions-answers
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html
https://github.com/owid/covid-19-data/tree/master/public/data
https://www.vrisko.gr/en/pharmacy-duties/
https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/coronavirus-disease-covid-19
https://eody.gov.gr/en/covid-19/
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Figure 3: 10 most frequent intents asked by users in
April 2021

text endopoint.
Twilio: Allows consuming voice streams from the
telephone network. It receives the phone traffic,
and forwards it to the master service websocket.
Web-based Voice bot: Connects directly to the mas-
ter service, using websockets.

6 System Evaluation

We have constructed a training set that consists
of 3719 real and synthetic conversations, which
is constantly evolving based on real-world usage.
Our dataset includes 37 core intents at the first
level of the intent hierarchy. Four of these intents,
i.e. Chitchat, General FAQ, Mask FAQ and Out-
of-scope, extend to a second level in the hierarchy
with 13, 31, 13 and 10 sub-intents respectively.

Fig. 3 shows the ten most frequent questions
asked by users during a release in April 2021.
There is a preference in the COVID-19 statistics
and the pharmacy finder features, with the out-of-
scope response selector as a close second. The
latter includes topics that Theano does not cover,
for example, lockdown updates or hospital operat-
ing hours; instead of resulting in a fallback action,
in this case, Theano redirects the user to the appro-
priate website. An interesting fact is the tendency
of users to chit-chatting.

We train DIET classifier for the 37 core intents
for 10 epochs with batch size 32. We use the default
values provided by Rasa for all other hyperparame-
ters. Similarly we train separate classifiers for the
sub-intent categories of Chitchat, Mask FAQ, Gen-
eral FAQ and Out of Scope for 25, 60, 50 and 50
epochs respectively. This yields an overall intent

recognition accuracy of 92.2%±0.002 for the core
37 intents and 92.0%±0.002 for the 67 sub-intents
during 5-fold cross-validation. The respective F1
scores are 92.1%± 0.008 and 91.8%± 0.016.

However, these proportions fall down to 86%
when the system interacts with real users. During
inference, if classifier confidence is small (i.e. less
than 0.5), or the classifier is unsure (i.e. confidence
for top two intents close – less than 0.1 difference)
we choose the intent Fallback action.

For the dialogue manager, we configure memo-
ization policy to memorize a window of 5 dialogue
turns. TED classifier is configured with a history
window of 10 turns and we set the output dimen-
sion to 64. We use default values for all other
hyperparameters. TED is trained for 8 epochs with
batch size 16, yielding 95.3% test accuracy. Dur-
ing inference we choose the fallback response if
the output confidence of TED is less than 0.4.

Additionally to the test accuracy, we measure
intent classification accuracy when the system is
used by real users in the wild. Fig. 4 shows the
confusion matrices over two user evaluation peri-
ods. The first user evaluation was performed in
December 2020 in tandem with the first release of
Theano, when we received 101 conversations. The
second evaluation was completed in April 2021
with the second release of Theano, when we re-
ceived 73 conversations. All the incoming data
have been annotated by linguists. One thing to
notice is that Theano was updated with more in-
tents during the second release. Included intents
are selected based on user feedback and the current
developments. While more intents are introduced,
the overall NLU performance is improved (79.5%
accuracy in December 2020 versus 86.7% recogni-
tion accuracy in April). Finally we observe in both
evaluation periods, most misclassified intents are
successfully captured by the fallback strategy.

6.1 Qualitative comparison with other CAs

Table 2 shows the main features of Clara, Jennifer,
and Theano. We examine five main functionalities
that at least one of the CAs supports, or partially
supports, which means that even if it does not pro-
vide an interactive response, it redirects the user to
an appropriate website.

The main purpose of Clara is to provide self
checking. The chatbot has a specific purpose, i.e.
symptom self-checking. Clara does not allow for
arbitrary textual input, instead allows users to se-
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Figure 4: Confusion matrices for intent recognition in real conversations over two periods of user evaluation, i.e.
December 2020 (left) and April 2021 (right).

Theano Jennifer Clara
Language GR EN EN
Voice interface 3 7 7
COVID-19 statistics 3 3 7
Diagnostic Form 3 7 3
Treatment details 7 3 7
Ways of protection 3 3 3
Vaccine information 3∗ 3 7
Chitchat 3 3 7

Table 2: Comparison of supported features of Clara,
Jennifer and Theano. 7: not supported, 3: supported,
3∗: partially supported

lect one query among a set of fixed choices. The
purpose of this decision is to have a clear under-
standing of the symptoms, assess them, consult the
user according to the responses, and give instruc-
tions about the ways of protection. The diagnostic
forms have similar elements both in Theano and
Clara, as both of them follow the same methodol-
ogy. In particular, Theano and Clara present the
main symptoms and ask the user which symptoms
they experience. They then proceed with the more
rare ones and finally advise the user per the best
avenues of medical care they should seek.

Jennifer and Theano have similar functionalities,
but the responses have different goals, apart from
the common purpose of accurately informing the
users. Jennifer’s responses are longer, and at the
end, she redirects the user to her sources, whereas
Theano focuses more on user engagement by giving

smaller, condensed answers, unless the user asks
for details. Furthermore, Jennifer handles ques-
tions that she cannot reply with a diplomatic way
by apologizing and suggesting that her developers
will add this feature in the future. In comparison,
Theano tries to overcome the fallback, by suggest-
ing the topics that she is aware of, without explain-
ing why she could not respond to the specific ques-
tion. Jennifer offers general information about vac-
cines, for example which antiviral drugs are used,
something that Theano is not capable of. Theano’s
goal is the dissemination of information that the
users understand, without using specialized med-
ical vocabulary. Both Jennifer and Theano cover
similar chitchat topics; they give information about
themselves (e.g., age, location, functionalities) and
their interests (e.g., hobbies). The only difference
is the content of their responses because Jennifer
has a robotic persona, whereas Theano is anthro-
pomorphic. To be more precise, a robotic persona
means that the CA does not incorporate human-
like elements, while a more anthropomorphic one
imitates human characteristics (e.g., Theano has a
favourite holiday island). From our evaluation, we
present the responses that the two CAs have in the
same question.
Conversation example with Theano:

USER : Do you have any hobbies?
THEANO : Sure. I love listening to music.
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Figure 5: User assessment during A/B testing of the smart suggestion feature. We ask users to provide an as-
sessment of Theano’s comprehension ability and about the new conversation suggestion feature. For Group A we
suggest new topics with ps = 0.2, while for Group B with ps = 0.8.

USER : What kind of music do you like?
THEANO : I prefer alternative Greek music.
USER : Where are you?
THEANO : I live in Athens.

Conversation example with Jennifer:

USER : Do you have any hobbies?
JENNIFER : understanding people - what they

think and how they feel
USER : Where are you?
JENNIFER : I live in the cloud - my address would

be something like: 128.0.0.0

While Jennifer and Clara are specialized chat-
bots for information dissemination and symptom
self-checking respectively, Theano includes both
functionalities. The role of Theano is not limited
to the dissemination of accurate information con-
cerning COVID-19, but also to provide a holistic
support to the user by being empathetic, engag-
ing, clear, and consistent. Jennifer and Clara are
available for English-speaking users, while Theano
is available in Greek. Finally, Theano includes
a voice interface, whereas users can only interact
with Jennifer and Clara via chat.

6.2 Smart Suggestion - A/B testing

An A/B test with real users was performed to eval-
uate the new smart suggestion feature, and specifi-
cally the optimal suggestion probability ps. During
the A/B test, users interacted with two versions of
Theano. The first version, presented to Group A,
was configured with ps = 0.2 (few suggestions),
while the second version, presented to Group B,
was configured with ps = 0.8 (lots of suggestions).
Seventy three individuals aged 15-65 participated
in the A/B test, and the system divided them into
groups randomly (36 in Group A and 37 in Group
B). At the end of the interaction, the users com-
pleted a survey. In Fig. 5 we present user assess-
ments for two survey questions regarding the new
suggestion feature and Theano’s overall compre-
hension ability.

Users prefer the CA suggestions to be less in-
trusive, as, in Group A, the Excellent to Bad and
Very Bad ratio is greater than the one from Group
B. Also, the normalized sum of Bad and Very Bad
counts is less than the respective sum from Group B.
A remarkable observation is that the assessment of
Theano’s comprehension ability is worse in Group
B than in Group A. Although the similarity between
the two groups is noteworthy, Group A has overall
better reviews. This fact indicates that deeper, CA-
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driven conversations may be more prone to intent
recognition errors. With a higher ps we increase the
engagement, but it appears to negatively affect how
much the user feels understood by the CA. This
suggests that the optimal value for ps is somewhere
between 0.2 and 0.8, with the purpose of engaging
the user without losing the mutual understanding
between user and CA.

Furthermore, the average number of conversa-
tion turns was measured as a proxy to assess user
engagement, which is 10.74 and 13.06 average
turns for Group A and B respectively. These figures
indicate that conversations last longer when the CA
directs the user by making suggestions frequently,
even though this may upset users that want to have
better control of the conversation.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We present Theano, a CA for COVID-19 informa-
tion dissemination and symptom self-checking in
Greek. We believe, Theano is a valuable contribu-
tion to the list of digital tools for battling COVID-
19, as it provides a feature-rich and scalable sup-
port system tailored to the needs of our user-base.
Theano needs to be constantly updated with new
intents and conversation topics without sacrificing
NLU performance, in order to keep up with the
latest developments. We show that this is possi-
ble; in the second iteration, we double the number
of supported intents and even improve the intent
recognition performance in the real-world user eval-
uation. We also propose a simple smart suggestion
feature, in order to improve user engagement and
interactively show Theano’s capabilities to users.
During our A/B testing, we receive encouraging
-though not conclusive- results, that this can im-
prove user engagement, as the use of this feature
leads to higher number of conversation turns.

In the future, we want to keep improving
Theano’s abilities by continuously adding intents
based on our users needs. We also want to intro-
duce a reinforcement learning based smart sugges-
tion module, for open domain smart suggestions.
Finally, we want to develop a large scale deploy-
ment of Theano and reach a wider user base.
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